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GEWISS was founded forty years ago and, since its 
first day of operation, quality-focused research and 
the development of exceptional solutions have been 
the values guiding every action and decision. Over the 
years, this innovation mission has shaped a company 
model based above all on continual investment in 
Research & Development. 

The constant experimentation of new materials and 
technologies, the global vision of lighting technology 
concepts, and the formalisation of aesthetics based on 
the unmistakable principles of Italian design - these 
aspects represent the most intimate and deepest 

dimension of the GEWISS lighting solutions. This 
perfect chemistry has allowed GEWISS to become a 
global partner in creating lighting systems designed for 
every room, area and location: in fact, GEWISS products 
are perfect for indoor and outdoor installations, 
industrial contexts, commercial buildings (retail 
outlets, public buildings) and sports facilities, as well 
as for street and emergency lighting. 
The GEWISS lighting range includes architectural 
floodlights, residential/urban decorative devices, 
aluminium floodlights, street lighting and Downlights 
elements (also modular) for the wall and ground.
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ASTRID SQUARE ASTRID 60 X 60

ASTRID 75 LED ASTRID ROUND 
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In recent years, we have been experiencing a transition 
from traditional lighting - with fluorescent lamps - to 
LED lighting. This has opened up the path to new types 
of devices, for both outdoor and indoor lighting. Using 
LED devices indoors, especially in offices, provides 
numerous advantages in economic and aesthetic terms. 
A non-invasive light, as natural as possible, can have 
a positive impact on the mood and health of workers; 
furthermore, the ecological aspect (focusing on non-
polluting sources) means greater company sustainability. 
It also has a positive impact on the company's bottom 
line: in fact, energy savings are guaranteed by the 
low consumption, long lifespan, low maintenance and 
optimum performance of LED lights compared with 
a traditional lighting system. It's no surprise then, 
that LEDs are becoming increasingly popular for the 
commercial sector. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF LEDs IN OFFICES

Offices need something more than just lighting: they 
need creative, understated and preferably non-invasive 
solutions that don't fill the rooms with large devices 
(suspended ceilings are ideal for implementing these 
particular needs). Devices conceived for offices use the 
most modern technologies and must be able to offer 

lighting solutions for each specific task. They must 
therefore:
•	 Guarantee	a	long	lifespan	with	minimum	maintenance	

(ensuring management savings);
•	 Offer	the	possibility	to	regulate	the	light	flow	in	line	

with the amount of natural external light available;
•	 Offer	the	possibility	of	being	integrated	in	a	complete	

Home and Building Automation system, or in DALI 
systems for light control and management;

•	 Not	present	a	strong	visual	impact,	to	that	the	attention	
can focus on the building's architecture or furnishings;

•	 Control	the	light	beam	diffusion,	to	avoid	glare.

A SINGLE SYSTEM FOR ENDLESS APPLICATIONS

Today, the trend is to further integrate the lighting system 
within a single system both for reasons of greater control 
and efficiency as well as for making system management 
and	controls	easier.	Gewiss	has	positioned	itself	as	a	single	
point of contact for the supply of all the devices necessary 
to implement integrating electrical systems, providing 
customers with support in the various implementation 
phases. From consultancy and design to the start-up 
of	the	entire	system,	Gewiss	offers	innovative	services	
for the creation of tailor-made solutions for customers. 
Gewiss	has	the	following	objectives:	to	ensure	the	

utmost efficiency with reduced costs and greater energy 
efficiency, but above all, to be a single partner that the 
customer can trust thanks to a guarantee of quality, 
safety and effectiveness. 

1. A single system for endless applications
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Waiting rooms
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Offices

Use
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Use

RECEPTION
Light helps to accentuate the welcome, like a business card. It can create an atmosphere 
of warmth, right from the first moment of contact with the visitor. There are many 
reasons for choosing LED Downlights devices for the reception: visual comfort, energy 
savings, and its ability to emphasise the context in an understated manner.
WAITING ROOMS
Continuous	light	is	the	element	that	accompanies	the	visitor	from	the	reception	area	to	
the waiting room: Visual comfort (for reading and for resting your eyes) and continuous 
light to enhance the furnishing and design are reasons for which the LED Downlights 
should be selected.
HALLS AND CORRIDORS 
In halls and corridors, the devices normally remain switched on throughout the day 
and sometimes during the night. For this reason, there is a great need for energy and 
economic savings (lighting controlled by a DALI system) and the need to maintain 
relatively high lighting levels during the night as well.
MEETING ROOMS
Meeting rooms are places where important decisions are often made; for this reason, 
the people working there need comfortable and simple lighting that makes them feel 
comfortable, but above all a solution that can create different light scenes depending on 
specific needs (reading, meetings, video conferences, etc.).
OFFICES
The office is one of the most well-used areas in the commercial sector, where light plays 
a fundamental role: the main aspects for this type of area are: visual comfort (anti-glare 
optics for correct video terminal use) and energy/cost savings (light intensity control 
systems integrated with natural external light).
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THE DALI PROTOCOL

DALI is the abbreviation for “Digital Addressable Lighting 
Interface” and is based on an international standard 
protocol	(standard	EN	/	IEC	62386)	for	controlling	
lighting devices and therefore is not linked to a single 
manufacturer, which makes it possible to integrate 
different products in the same system. DALI is a versatile 
and easy-to-use protocol based on a few components with 
minimum wiring and a simple operating concept. It focuses 
on controlling light in different environments and taking 
into account the various activities carried out there. DALI 
eliminates the gap that exists between two worlds: on the 
one hand the 1-10 V systems (simple but not sufficiently 
flexible), and on the other the complex building control 
systems with high levels of intelligence and functionality 
and high levels of system knowledge.

HOW THE DALI SYSTEM WORKS

Wiring
The communication system wiring is based on the 
transmission of the signal on two wires. They can be 
two wires of a standard electrical cable, although it is 
recommended to use a separate cable from the power 

DALI control system

line or a shielded one.The network structure may display 
linear, star and tree configurations, along with hybrid 
configurations that include any combination of these three 
within a single line. The logic groups needn't necessarily to 
be assigned during installation - they can be made during 
the initial start-up phase. This simplifies the system, as 
the BUS cable is not bound to the electric cable. 
With regard to turning lights on and dimming them, relays 
are not required as the power supplies already provide this 
function.

Programming
The	DALI	system	can	manage	up	to	64	devices	divided	into	
a	maximum	of	16	logic	groups.	Up	to	16	different	lighting	
scenes can be created for each group. The command can 
be sent to a single device, to a group defined by the user 
or to the entire system. Unlike 1-10V and DMX systems, 
communication is bidirectional with the DALI system: 
therefore it is able to send fault or malfunctioning signals 
if necessary.

Integration with the KNX world
The	KNX	standard	selected	by	Gewiss	as	a	communication	
protocol for every device in the domotic system 
guarantees	product	reliability	(thanks	to	EN	50090	and	

ISO/IEC	14543	certification)	and	a	wide	range	of	products	
that	can	be	integrated.	GEWISS's	range	includes	a	
KNX/DALI	gateway	(GW	90	872)	able	to	integrate	the	
two communication protocols and thereby offer the 
opportunity to manage the lighting system and all the 
other domotic devices with a single interface. 
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DALI control system

Sensor
GW 90 872

Modular  LED 
Downlights
GW S2 127

KNX/DALI
gateway

GW 90 872

One-way switch
GW 16 962 CT

Actuator
GW 90 741
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Astrid LED is an innovative line of professional Downlights with LED technology designed for different application areas such as offices, hotels, reception facilities, and all areas of the 
commercial sector in general. A range able to guarantee high levels of lighting performance, excellent energy savings, and good visual comfort.

ASTRID ROUND
ROUND,		LED	DOWNLIGHTS

ASTRID SQUARE
SQUARE,		LED	DOWNLIGHTS

ASTRID 60X60
MODULAR	LED	DOWNLIGHTS

ASTRID 75
LOW	ENERGY	LED	DOWNLIGHTS

Circular,	LED	Downlights	available	with	two	
different types of optic: with a wide beam 
(for diffused, even lighting) or a narrow 
beam (for more specific, accented lighting).

Square, LED Downlights, available with 
two different types of optic and in two 
different	colour	temperatures	(3000	and	
4000	K).	The	DALI	version	can	be	ordered,	
for light flow regulation.

60x60cm	modular	LED	Downlights,	
available with three different types of 
optic: diffused (for soft, all-round lighting); 
prismatic and dark light (ideal for offices 
and conference rooms, even where video 
terminals are used).

Decorative Downlights with a 10W 
(1000lm) LED light source. In all the 
versions, the finish ring in die-cast 
aluminium can be adjusted to facilitate 
the pointing of the light beam, and is 
available in either glossy white, metallised 
aluminium, gold or bronze.

2. A complete family for every need
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Wide beam 60° - Stand-alone
GW S2 001	22W	3000K	2000	Lm
GW S2 006	22W	4000K	2000	Lm
GW S2 002	32W	3000K	3000	Lm
GW S2 007	32W	4000K	3000	Lm

Wide beam 60° - DALI system
GW S2 016	22W	4000K	2000	Lm
GW S2 017	32W	4000K	3000	Lm

Wide beam 60° - Stand-alone
GW S2 031	22W	3000K	2000	Lm
GW S2 036	22W	4000K	2000	Lm
GW S2 032	32W	3000K	3000	Lm
GW S2 037	32W	4000K	3000	Lm

Wide beam 60° - DALI system
GW S2 046	22W	4000K	2000	Lm
GW S2 047	32W	4000K	3000	Lm

ASTRID 60 x 60
Wired versions with LED light sources – 220/240V – 50/60 Hz - IP40 – Class I

Stand-alone
GW 82 741	10W	3000K	1000	Lm	white
GW 82 742	10W	3000K	1000	Lm	aluminium
GW 82 743	10W	3000K	1000	Lm	gold
GW 82 744	10W	3000K	1000	Lm	bronze

Dark light optic - Stand-alone
GW S2 147	45W	4000K	4000	Lm

Dark light optic - DALI system
GW S2 157	45W	4000K	4000	Lm

Prismatic optic - Stand-alone
GW S2 122	45W	3000K	4000	Lm
GW S2 127	45W	4000K	4000	Lm

Prismatic optic - DALI system
GW S2 132	45W	3000K	4000	Lm
GW S2 137	45W	4000K	4000	Lm

Diffused optic - Stand-alone
GW S2 106	32W	4000K	3000	Lm

Diffused optic - DALI system
GW S2 116	32W	4000K	3000	Lm

Astrid 75 – Versions with LED light sources
220/240V – 50/60 Hz– IP20 – Class II

Astrid Square
Wired versions with LED light sources – 220/240V – 50/60 Hz - IP43 – Class II

Narrow beam 40° - Stand-alone
GW S2 056	22W	4000K	2000	Lm
GW S2 057	32W	4000K	3000	Lm

Astrid Round
Wired versions with LED light sources – 220/240V – 50/60 Hz - IP43 – Class II

Narrow beam 40° - Stand-alone
GW S2 026	22W	4000K	2000	Lm
GW S2 027	32W	4000K	3000	Lm

The range

14
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87

Technical sheets

Astrid 75

Optic specifications:

Lamp power 10W

Voltage 220/240V

Frequency 50/60Hz

Version Stand-alone

Light flux 1000 lm

Colour	temperature 3000K

Ra >	80

Technical specifications:

IK 06

IP 20

Class II

Weight 0.5kg

Colour

Other:

Photobiological risk Exempt 

Anti-glare factor UGR<19

Lifespan 	45,000	h	(B10	L80)	

Installation:  suspended ceilings with thickness

≥	2mm	and	≤	25mm	

Photometry Dimensions 

Diameter of the  
panel hole

Ø 75

the above photometry refers to the code GW 82 741
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Technical sheets

Astrid Round 

Optic specifications:

Lamp power 22/32W

Voltage 220/240V	

Frequency 50/60Hz

Version Stand-alone/DALI 

Light flux 2000/3000	lm	

Colour	temperature 3000/4000K	

Ra >	80

Technical specifications:

IK 06

IP 43

Class II

Weight 	1.3kg	

Colour

Other:

Photobiological risk Exempt 

Anti-glare factor UGR<19	

Lifespan 	50,000	h	(B10	L70)	

Installation:  suspended ceilings with thickness

≥	2mm	and	≤	40mm	

Photometry Dimensions 

Ø 155

Ø 180
the above photometry refers to the code GW S2 026

Diameter of the  
panel hole

Diameter of the  
panel hole
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Technical sheets

Astrid Square 

Optic specifications:

Lamp power 22/32W	

Voltage 220/240V

Frequency 50/60Hz

Version  Stand-alone/DALI 

Light flux 2000/3000	lm	

Colour	temperature 3000/4000K	

Ra >	80

Technical specifications:

IK 06

IP 43

Class II

Weight 1.3kg	

Colour

Other:

Photobiological risk Exempt 

Anti-glare factor UGR<19

Lifespan 	50,000	h	(B10	L70)	

Installation:  suspended ceilings with thickness

≥	2mm	and	≤	40mm	

Photometry Dimensions 

180 x 180mm

180 x 180mm
the above photometry refers to the code GW S2 001

Diameter of the  
panel hole

Diameter of the  
panel hole
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Technical sheets

Astrid 60x60 

Optic specifications:

Lamp power 32/45W

Voltage 220/240V	

Frequency 50/60Hz

Version Stand-alone/DALI 

Light flux 3000/4000	lm	

Colour	temperature 3000/4000K	

Ra >	80

Technical specifications:

IK rating 02

IP 40

Class I

Weight 5.6kg	

Colour

Other:

Photobiological risk Exempt 

Anti-glare factor UGR<19

Lifespan 	50,000	h	(B10	L70)	

Installation: 	panels	600x600mm	

 on a pre-configured-load-bearing structure 

Photometry Dimensions 

the above photometry refers to the code GW S2 127
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Installation

Thanks	to	its	ergonomic	characteristics,	the	installation	of	the	Astrid	60x60	range	is	very	
simple and intuitive. The main installation phases to ensure correct, safe assembly are 
described below:

The first step is to disconnect the system in order to work 
safely, without a power supply.

Open the device wiring door, loosen the two screws, 
remove the door, and insert the power supply cable in 
the cable gland. Make the electrical connection with the 
terminal. 

A lightweight device that can easily be inserted in the 
suspended ceiling without the need for tools. Installed 
simply by resting the device on the visible load-bearing 
structure.
NB: not suitable for ceiling mounting.

19
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Typical projects

Below, you can see some simple lighting projects that show the photometric performance 
of the new ASTRID LED range.

Waiting room Hall/corridor Open-space area with video terminals Management office 

Product: Astrid 60x60 

Characteristics: 32W	-	4000K

Optic: Diffused

Code: GW	S2	106

Environment: 5	x	5m

Installation height: 3m

No. of devices: 9

Average illum. at ground level: 310	lux

UGR: <	19

Inter-spacing: 1.8	x	1.8

Min/Av uniformity: 0.70

Product: Astrid 60x60

Characteristics: 45W	-	4000K

Optic: Prismatic

Code: GW	S2	127

Environment: 3	x	4m

Installation height: 3m

No. of devices: 4

Average illum. at ground level: 500	lux

Average illum. on the desk: 530	lux

UGR: <	19

Inter-spacing: 1.8	x	1.8

Min/Av uniformity: 0.70

Product: Astrid Round 

Characteristics: 32W	-	4000K

Beam: Wide

Code: GW	S2	007

Environment: 9	x	2m

Installation height: 3m

No. of devices: 4

Average illum. at ground level: 215	Lux

UGR: <	19

Inter-spacing: 2.5	x	1.0

Min/Av uniformity: 0.70

Product: Astrid 60x60

Characteristics: 45W	-	4000K

Optic: Dark light

Code: GW	S2	147

Environment: 12	x	6m

Installation height: 3.5m

No. of devices: 18

Average illum. at ground level: 460	lux

Average illum. in the work area: 515	lux

UGR: <	19

Inter-spacing: 1.8	x	1.8

Min/Av uniformity: 0.60

20
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Energy savings

The	examples	below	show	that	Gewiss's	ASTRID	LED	
flush-mounting elements can guarantee energy savings 
of	more	than	50%	compared	with	conventional	solutions	
with	T8	electronic	fluorescent	lamps.	For	companies	and	

Hall/corridor 

Product Astrid Round Astrid 210

Characteristics 32W	-	4000K 2x	26W	IP44

Beam Wide -

Code: GW	S2	007 GW	82	354

Environment: 9	x	2m 9	x	2m

Installation height 3m 3m

No. of devices 4 5

Av. lighting on the 
ground

215	lux
220	lux

UGR <	19 <	19

Inter-spacing: 2.5	x	1.0 2.4	x	1.0

UO (on the ground) 0.70 0.60

Management office 

Product Astrid 60x60 fluorescent

Characteristics 45W	-	4000K 4	x	18W	T8

Optic: Prismatic Prismatic

Code: GW	S2	127 -

Environment: 3	x	4m 3	x	4m

Installation height 3m 3m

No. of devices 4 4

Av. lighting on the 
ground 500	lux 360	lux

Av. lighting on the 
desk 530	lux

560	lux

UGR <	19 <	19

Inter-spacing: 1.8	x	1.8 1.8	x	1.8

UO (on the ground) 0.70 0.70

Open-space area with video terminals 

Product Astrid 60x60 fluorescent

Characteristics 45W	-	4000K 3	x	18W	T8

Optic: Dark light Specular

Code: GW	S2	147 -

Environment: 12	x	6m 12	x	6m

Installation height 3.5m 3.5m

No. of devices 18 20

Av. lighting on the 
ground 460	lux

445	lux

Av. lighting in the 
workplace 515	lux 500	lux

UGR <	19 <	19

Inter-spacing: 1.8	x	1.8 1.8	x	1.8

UO (on the ground) 0.60 0.65

Waiting room 

Product Astrid 60x60 fluorescent

Characteristics 32W	-	4000K 4	x	18W	T8

Optic: Diffused Opal

Code: GW	S2	106 -

Environment: 5	x	5m 5	x	5m

Installation height 3m 3m

No. of devices 9 8

Av. lighting on the 
ground

310	lux 320	lux

UGR <	19 <	19

Inter-spacing: 1.8	x	1.8 1.8	x	1.8

UO (on the ground) 0.70 0.75

hotels/reception facilities, lighting that ensures high 
energy efficiency is one way of cutting costs in such 
a	highly	competitive	market.	At	least	40%	of	energy	
consumption	can	be	attributed	to	lighting,	and	over	70%	

of existing installations are based on obsolete, inefficient 
technologies.
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THE ENERGY SAVING VALUES INDICATED ABOVE ARE OBTAINED CONSIDERING: THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS OF USE, THE POWER OF THE SYSTEM USED AND THE AVERAGE HOURLY ENERGY COST.
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The Gewiss LED range

Urban lighting Street lighting 

Residential lighting Emergency lighting 

Luxor Metrolight Trilight Bilight Startec

Street [O3] Urban [O3] Saturno Dedalo 
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